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Abstract

Background: Non-invasive shear wave-based techniques have been developed for estimating liver fibrosis in
patients with chronic liver diseases. Two-dimensional shear wave elastography provides in real-time, a tow
dimensional quantitative map of tissue stiffness and enables measuring the stiffness by adjustment of a region of
interest of tissue. The aim of this study was to highlight the role of tow dimensional shear wave elastography (2D-
SWE) in detecting the degree of liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis C and B, in correlation with liver
enzymes level and fibrotest.

Results: This study included 50 patients with chronic hepatitis C and B whose ages were (range, 30-65 years; mean,
48 years). Shear wave elastography cutoff values were 1.35 m/s, 5.48 KPa for (F>0); 1.66 m/s, 8.29 kPa for (F>1); 1.77
m/s, 9.40 kPa for (F>2); and 1.99 m/s, 11.9 kPa for (F>3). An excellent agreement was found between shear wave
elastography and Fibrotest in staging of liver fibrosis in 88% of patients (κw=0.943, 95% CI, 0.88 to 1.00) achieving a
highly statistical significance (P<0.001). There was a significant moderate positive concordance between US scoring
and staging by 2D-SWE and staging by Fibrotest (rs, 0.49; P<0.01) and (rs, 0.48; P<0.01) respectively. However, no
significant concordances were noticed between staging by AST and ALT and 2D-SWE and staging by Fibrotest
(P>0.05).

Conclusions: 2D shear wave elastography showed better diagnostic performance than visual assessment by
conventional US for detection of chronic liver diseases, as well as for evaluation of their severity and prognosis.
Elastograhy—Fibrotest combination gives best diagnostic performance in detecting the degree of fibrosis non-
invasively and can be used reliably as a first-line pre-therapeutic evaluation of fibrosis in HCV and HBV-infected
patients.
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Background
Chronic liver diseases are major public health concerns,
with an estimated mortality of 1.5 million per year world-
wide due to cirrhosis and its complications. The assess-
ment of liver fibrosis is a key element to determine
prognosis, to manage treatment, to monitor disease

progression and assess response to therapy in patients
with chronic liver disease [1, 2]. The precise staging of
hepatic fibrosis is an essential predictor of disease out-
come and influences the indication for antiviral therapy
[1].
A variety of markers have been evaluated for their

ability to assess liver fibrosis. The histo-pathologic exam-
ination of a liver specimen obtained by percutaneous bi-
opsy has traditionally been considered as the gold
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standard for detecting the degree of hepatic fibrosis [3,
4]. The most widely used histological score for liver fi-
brosis is the METAVIR (Meta-analysis of Histological
Data in Viral Hepatitis) score, which incorporates five
stages of fibrosis: F0 (no fibrosis), F1 (portal fibrosis
without septa: minimal fibrosis), F2 (portal fibrosis with
a few septa: moderate fibrosis or clinically significant fi-
brosis), F3 (portal fibrosis with many septa but no cir-
rhosis: severe fibrosis), and F4 (cirrhosis) [5, 6].
However, this procedure is invasive, painful, and may
lead to hemorrhage (0.3%) or death (0.01%). In addition,
the biopsy analysis depends on the experience of the
pathologist, the site of sampling and the size of the bi-
opsy sample (usually about 1/50,000 of the total liver
mass) [7]. Liver biopsy is also an invasive and painful
procedure, and it is not accurate enough due to sam-
pling errors and intra- and inter-observer variability, it
has up to a 20% error rate in disease staging thus may
result in over or under estimation of fibrosis stage. In
addition, it is certainly not the suitable procedure for
serially repeated assessment of disease progression [8–
10].
The need for non-invasive tools that accurately meas-

ure the degree of liver fibrosis has been rising. The latest
technological advancement in this setting is ultrasound
elastography that estimates the liver stiffness by measur-
ing the velocity of elastic shear waves in the liver paren-
chyma produced by the mechanical push where the
propagation velocity is directly related to the stiffness of
the medium [11, 12].
Multiple shear wave-based techniques have been de-

veloped for estimating liver fibrosis in patients with
chronic liver diseases such as FibroScan (transient
elastography, TE), and acoustic radiation force im-
pulse (ARFI) [12]. Several studies have reported good
performances of TE in patients with hepatitis C or
hepatitis B (virus infections) [13, 14]. However, TE
does not allow measuring stiffness in patients with as-
cites and fails in up to 20%, particularly when body
mass index (BMI) is high [15]. ARFI has the advan-
tage to provide a steerable point estimate of liver

tissue stiffness, guided by ultrasound with diagnostic
performances similar to histopathologic analysis [16,
17]. Two-dimensional shear wave elastography (2D-
SWE), also named super-sonic shear imaging provides
in real-time, a 2D quantitative map of tissue stiffness
and enables measuring the stiffness by adjustment of
a region of interest (ROI) of tissue (up to 4 cm long,
4 cm wide) [18, 19].
Fibrotest (FT) is the most frequently used serum bio-

marker for liver fibrosis, it consists of an algorithm of
five fibrosis markers (alfa2-macroglobulin, apolipopro-
teinA1, haptoglobin, GGT, bilirubin), it was initially vali-
dated in patients with chronic hepatitis C (CHC) and
subsequently tested in other common liver diseases, in-
cluding chronic hepatitis B (CHB), alcoholic liver disease
(ALD), and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). In
patients with CHC, CHB, or ALD, FT has been found to
have a higher or comparable prognostic benefit com-
pared to hepatic biopsy [20, 21].
The aim of this study was to highlight the role of 2-

dimensional shear wave elastography (2D-SWE) in de-
tecting the degree of liver fibrosis in chronic hepatitis C
and B patients, in correlation with liver enzymes level
and Fibrotest.

Methods
Subjects
The study included 50 patients referred from the trop-
ical and internal medicine departments (30 males and 20
females, their ages ranged from 30 to 65 years with
mean age of 48 years) from October 2019 to June 2020.
After obtaining institutional review board approval from
our institution and informed consent from the patients,
all patients underwent laboratory tests (liver enzymes
and Fibrotest), conventional ultrasonography, and shear
wave elastography of the liver. Two radiologists with 15
years of experience in abdominal imaging and 6 years of
experience in elastography techniques were conducted
in the study. The interpretation of the result was carried
out separately.

Inclusion criteria

1. Patients of both genders with chronic viral hepatitis
(C and B) before antiviral therapy for identification
of the degree of hepatic fibrosis.

Exclusion criteria

1. Patients with morbid obesity.
2. Females in late pregnancy.
3. Patients with tense ascites.
4. Patients with hepatocellular carcinoma.

Table 1 US scoring of liver fibrosis among the studied cases

Ultrasound
cumulative
scoring

(N=50)

No. %

Score 3 4 8

Score 4 12 24

Score 5 6 12

Score 6 10 20

Score 7 6 12

Score 8 8 16

Score 9 4 8
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5. Patients with inadequate breath hold and inaccurate
elastography measurements.

Radiological assessment
Patient preparation
•Fasting for 4 hours. The normal liver is very compliant,
so a non-fasting patient with a normal liver will likely
have normal elastographic findings. However, the fi-
brotic liver is less compliant and in the non-fasting state
can have falsely increased elastography values.

Conventional B-mode ultrasound examination of the liver
Patients were lying supine on an examination table
and were sometimes turned to left lateral side to im-
prove the image quality. A warm water-based gel was
applied to the upper quadrant region and the trans-
ducer was moved back and forth over the area of
interest until the desired images are captured using

the routine protocol for liver US, which consisted of
subcostal views of the left lobe, subcostal and inter-
costal views of the right lobe, subcostal views of the
bifurcation of the portal vein, and subcostal views of
the hepatic veins. US scoring were determined in
each patient as described by Kim JE et al. [22] de-
pending on liver surface nodularity score, liver paren-
chyma echo-texture score, and hepatic vein contour
score.
The cumulative score was calculated as the sum of

the three scores, it ranged from 3 (for a normal
liver) to 9 (for advanced cirrhosis). Score 1 for
smooth hepatic surface, homogeneous parenchymal
echo texture and smooth hepatic veins. Score 2 for
wave form hepatic surface, mildly coarse parenchy-
mal echo texture, and irregular wall hepatic veins
with normal caliber. Score 3 for irregular nodular
hepatic surface, coarse parenchymal echo texture

Fig. 1 F0 stage: A male patient aged 48 years old with HCV chronic hepatitis and normal AST and ALT. Conventional US reveals the following (a
and b): Liver >>smooth surface (score 1), homogeneous echopattern (score 1), smooth hepatic veins (score 1) “cumulated score 3.” No ascites,
top normal spleen size, normal portal vein caliber, single GB stone. 2D shear wave elastography (c and d): Velocity median value = 1.40 m/s.
Stiffness median value =5.25 kPa. Fibrotest result was 0.23 denoting F0-F1 stage (e)
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with reticular pattern, and irregular wall hepatic
veins with narrowed caliber.

Shear wave ultrasound elastography examination
Shear wave elastography data in the liver was acquired
using a GE Healthcare (LOGIQ E9) system with the R5
software version and the C1-6-D probe. This application
is able to capture the propagation of the resulting SW in
real-time and in a large area of liver parenchyma, devel-
oping a real-time color-coded elasticity imaging. Quanti-
tative measurements were performed in the color
window by placing one or more ROI inside the sample
box. During the B-mode sonographic examination of the
liver, a standardized ROI box (fan-shaped, up to 50 × 50
mm) is positioned in a predetermined anatomical site
within the liver parenchyma and the velocity of the wave
propagation, expressed in meters per second (m/s) or ki-
lopascals (KPa), was calculated. The cutoff values used
for interpretation of 2D shear wave elastography findings

were 1.35 m/s velocity median value and 5.48 kPa stiff-
ness median value respectively for F0, 1.66 m/s and 8.29
kPa respectively for F1, 1.77 m/s and 9.4 kPa respectively
for F2 and 1.99 m/s and 11.9 kPa respectively for F3/F4.

The technique of shear wave ultrasound elastography
examination
The right arm of the patient was placed in maximum ab-
duction to enlarge the space between the ribs. During
SWE acquisition, the patient was asked to stop breathing
for 5 s. The elastographic acquisition was repeated 5
times for each patient. For each acquisition, a real-time
SWE 2D color map of the stiffness (in kPa) was frozen
after stabilization for at least 3 s [23–25].The placement
of the SWE color map could be moved, enabling an ex-
tended visual evaluation of liver stiffness. The subcapsu-
lar region was avoided because reverberation artifacts
are often found beneath the capsule of Glisson. Simi-
larly, perivascular areas were avoided because they may

Fig. 2 F0-F1 stage: A female patient aged 38 years old with HCV chronic hepatitis and elevated AST and ALT. Conventional US reveals the
following (a and b): Liver >>wave form surface (score 2), mildly coarse echopattern (score 2), smooth hepatic veins (score 1) “cumulated score 5.”
No ascites, normal spleen size, dilated portal vein caliber (14 mm). 2D shear wave elastography (c and d): Velocity median value = 1.49 m/s.
Stiffness median value =8.28 kPa. Fibrotest result was 0.5 denoting F2 stage (e)
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alter liver stiffness estimate [19, 20]. The stiffness was
calculated as the median of several SWE successful
measurements.
An acquisition was considered to be successful if the

following criteria were fulfilled:

� The SWE color box filled more than 2 thirds of the
total SWE box surface.

� The elastographic signals within the vessels were
missed.

� The minimal stiffness was superior to 0.2 kPa in the
ROI.

Laboratory investigations
1Liver enzymes (ALT and AST).
2Fibo-test combines several indirect serum fibrosis

markers for staging fibrosis in chronic viral hepatitis in-
cluding: α2-macroglobulin, haptoglobin, GGT, apolipo-
protein A1, and total bilirubin, adjusted for gender and

age in a patented artificial intelligence algorithm in order
to generate a measure of fibrosis. The fibrosis staging
was determined using score (f) described by Ratziu V
et al. [26] which involves five stages (F0-F4); values of
Fibrotest range from 0 to 1 where values more than 0.58
indicate advanced fibrosis and more than 0.74 indicate
severe fibrosis.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed by Statistical Package of Social Sci-
ence (SPSS), software version 24.0 (SPSS Inc., 2016).
Continuous data were presented as the mean ± SD if
normally distributed or median (range) if not normally
distributed. Categorical data were presented by the
count and percentage. The strength of concordance and
agreement were assessed using weighted kappa (κw) and
the Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient (rs). P values
< 0.05 indicates significant, P<0.01 indicates highly sig-
nificant difference.

Fig. 3 F2 stage: A male patient aged 43 years old with HBV chronic hepatitis and elevated AST and ALT. He is also a known cardiac patient
presented with tachypnea. Conventional US reveals the following (a and b): Liver >>smooth surface (score 1), coarse with reticular pattern (score
3), smooth hepatic veins (score 1) “cumulated score 5.” Minimal ascites, normal spleen size, normal portal vein caliber. 2D shear wave
elastography (c and d): Velocity median value = 1.80 m/s. Stiffness median value =9.51 kPa. Fibrotest result was 0.3 denoting F1 stage (e)
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Results
Study population
From 57 patients referred to elastography unit, 7 pa-
tients were excluded due to inadequate breath hold
(n=4) and inaccurate elastography measures (n=3). Fi-
nally, the study included 50 patients with chronic
hepatitis C and B (60% males, 40% females) whose
ages were (range, 30-65 years; mean, 48 years). They
presented with flu-like symptoms (fatigability, joint
pain, anorexia; 24%), abdominal pain (32%), jaundice
(16%), and steatorrhea (12%), the remaining cases had
no symptoms just for follow-up (20%). Conventional
ultrasonography and shear wave elastography were
performed to all patients after liver enzyme tests and
Fibrotest. The agreement and correlation between US
scoring and fibrosis stages (by Fibrotest) was the tar-
get of our study.

Assignment of US scoring of liver fibrosis
We have summarized the determined US scoring of
liver fibrosis among the studied cases in Table 1.
Scores 4 and 6 were the most frequent diagnosis
representing (24% and 20% respectively) (Figs. 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5).
Shear wave elastography cutoff values were 1.35 m/s,

5.48 KPa for (F>0); 1.66 m/s, 8.29 kPa for (F>1); 1.77 m/s,
9.40 kPa for (F>2); and 1.99 m/s, 11.9 kPa for (F>3).
Many associated abdominal ultrasound findings were

detected in the studied patients such as splenomegaly
(20%), ascites (16%), dilated portal vein (16%), GB stones
(28%), liver hemangiomas, and simple cysts (8%).

Liver stiffness estimate by Fibrotest
We have summarized the (F) stages of liver fibrosis
among the studied cases in (Table 2).

Fig. 4 F3 stage: A male patient aged 57 years old with HCV chronic hepatitis and slightly elevated AST and ALT. Conventional US reveals the following
(a and b): Liver >>wave form surface (score 2), coarse with reticular pattern (score 3), hepatic veins with irregular wall, and normal caliber (score 2)
“cumulated score 7.” Mild ascites, enlarged spleen size (longitudinal axis=160 mm), dilated portal vein caliber (14.6 mm), multiple GB stones. 2D shear
wave elastography (c and d): Velocity median value = 2.20 m/s. Stiffness median value =11 kPa. Fibrotest result was 0.63 denoting F3 stage (e)
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Discordance between SWE and Fibrotest in fibrosis
staging
Analysis of the results in term of liver fibrosis staging
showed a discordance between the 2D-SWE and Fibrot-
est findings in 6/50 (12%) of patients. Of these, 3 (6%)
patients were cardiac and cannot withhold breath during
SWE while 2 (4%) had hemolytic disorders and 1 (2%)
had Gilbert syndrome which affect the results of
Fibrotest.

The agreement between shear wave elastography and
Fibrotest in staging liver fibrosis
An excellent agreement was found between shear wave
elastography and Fibrotest in staging of liver fibrosis in
88% of patients (κw=0.943, 95% CI, 0.88 to 1.00) achiev-
ing a highly statistical significance (P<0.001) (Table 3).

Fig. 5 F3-F4 stage: A female patient aged 64 years old with HCV chronic hepatitis and elevated AST and ALT. Conventional US reveals the following (a
and b): Liver >>irregular nodular (score 3), coarse with reticular pattern (score 3), hepatic veins with irregular wall and normal caliber (score 2) “cumulated
score 8.” Mild ascites, enlarged spleen size (longitudinal axis =178 mm), dilated portal vein caliber. 2D shear wave elastography (c and d): Velocity median
value = 2.39 m/s. Stiffness median value =14.63 kPa. Fibrotest result was 0.81 denoting F4 stage (e)

Table 2 Results of Fibrotest and liver enzymes
(N=50)

No. %

Fibrotest results

F0/F0-F1 6 12

F1/F1-F2 12 24

F2/F2-F3 18 36

F3/F3-F4/F4 14 28

ALT (IU/L)

<40 12 24

40-80 20 40

>80 18 36

AST (IU/L)

<37 16 32

37-80 22 44

>80 12 24
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The concordance between shear wave elastography (2D-
SWE) and Fibrotest and liver enzymes levels
There was a significant moderate positive concordance
between US scoring and staging by 2D-SWE and staging
by Fibrotest (rs, 0.49; P<0.01) and (rs, 0.48; P<0.01) re-
spectively. However, no significant concordances were
noticed between staging by AST and ALT and 2D-SWE
and staging by Fibrotest (P>0.05) (Table 4).

The diagnostic performance of conventional US and 2D-
SWE
2D shear wave elastography showed better diagnostic
performance than visual assessment by conventional US
for detection of chronic liver diseases (sensitivity 93%,
specificity 90%, P< 0.01, AUROC 0.9) as well as for
evaluation of their severity and prognosis.

Discussion
In the current study, chronic viral hepatitis mostly af-
fects men in the fifth decade of life and the most com-
mon symptoms of chronic viral hepatitis were vague
abdominal pain and flu-like symptoms presenting in
28% of the included patients, this was in agreement with
Gomaa A et al. [27].

Sixty-four percent (64%) of the included patients had
chronic hepatitis C while 36% had chronic hepatitis B,
and in agreement with Dai CY et al. [28] and Chang
et al. [29], the most frequent associated US finding dur-
ing routine examination was GB stones (28%).
We measured the degree of agreement between the

results of Fibrotest and shear wave elastography for
all included patients using weighted kappa test and
there was a highly statistically significant agreement
between SWE and Fibrotest (κw = 0.943, 95% CI, 0.88
to 1.00) (P<0.001). The strength of agreement was
excellent.
According to the studies of Castera L et al. [30] and

Poynard T et al. [31], the elastograhy-Fibrotest combin-
ation could be used reliably for first-line pre-therapeutic
evaluation of fibrosis in HCV-infected patients, as they
found that when FT and elastography agreed, their re-
sults concorded with the histopathologic results; this
came in agreement with 88% of patients in our study.
They also suggested that most discordant results be-
tween FT and liver biopsy were caused by biopsy exam-
ination failure. In our study, we can state that liver
biopsy was of no use in 88% of our patients while the
combination of elastograhy and Fibrotest gave best diag-
nostic performance in detecting the degree of fibrosis
non-invasively.
Among the remaining 12% of our patients who had

different fibrosis stages by elastography and Fibrotest,
there were three cardiac patients (6%) who cannot take
sufficient breath hold leading to a non-homogeneous
color box and inaccurate elastography results. Also, the
results of Fibrotest were affected by the hemolytic disor-
ders and Gilbert syndrome in the other three patients.
In our study, there were no significant concordances

between staging by AST and ALT and staging by 2D-
SWE and Fibrotest (P>0.05). This finding is consistent
with the results of Serag WM and Elsayed BE [32] and
Shiha G et al. [33] who reported that although a serum

Table 3 Degree of agreement between results of elastography and Fibrotest

Fibrotest Shear wave elastography n,%

Stage

Stage F0 F1 F2 F3-F4

F0 6 0 0 0 6 (12%)

F1 2 10 0 0 12 (24%)

F2 0 2 14 2 18 (36%)

F3-F4 0 0 0 14 14 (28%)

n,% 8 (16%) 12 (24%) 14 (28%) 16 (32%) 50 (100%)

Weighted kappa (kw) 0.943

P value <0.001

Standard error 0.03

95% CI 0.88 to 1.000

Table 4 Degree of concordance between shear wave
elastography (2D-SWE) and Fibrotest and liver enzymes levels in
the studied patients

Variables Staging by 2D-SWE Staging by Fibrotest

AST (U/L) rs −0.007 0.105

P 0.97 0.62

ALT (U/L) rs 0.013 0.144

P 0.95 0.49

US scoring rs 0.49 0.48

P 0.017 0.015

rs Spearman’s rho correlation
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ALT level can correlate with the grades of liver necro-
inflammatory activity, it cannot serve as a parameter to
assess the liver damage in patients with chronic hepatitis
C and B.
We have found a significant moderate positive con-

cordance between US scoring and staging by Fibrotest
(P<0.05) indicating that US scoring correlates to the fi-
brosis stages but less than elastography quantification
does, this was in agreement with the study of Kim SU
et al. [10] who stated that elastography exhibited higher
sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy for detection of
chronic liver disease and more accurately reflected the
severity of liver fibrosis over conventional B-mode US.
The major weak point of this study is that the 2D

SWE results were not compared with histologic liver
fibrosis stage. Nguyen D and Talwalkar JA [34] and
Lackner C et al. [35] stated in their studies that if
direct and indirect biomarkers provide a clear assess-
ment of hepatic fibrosis with a combination of non-
invasive methods like elastography, then further as-
sessment by liver biopsy is generally not needed.
Moreover, the study of Poynard T et al. [36] com-
pared between two types of elastography using the
Fibrotest as reference. Another limitation of this study
is that we use only three parameters (liver surface
nodularity, parenchymal echotexture, and hepatic vein
contour) for ultrasound scoring system as we aimed
to estimate how sensitive routine US examination and
elastography could discriminate chronic liver disease
from normal liver and how accurately each method
could predict the severity of chronic liver disease,
also, although the addition of the secondary quantifi-
able US findings such as portal vein flow velocity,
hepatic venous flow, and caudate hypertrophy might
improve the diagnostic performance of our US scor-
ing system in predicting severe fibrosis or cirrhosis;
it might not significantly affect the sensitivity for de-
tecting chronic liver disease as stated by Colli A
et al. [37].

Conclusion
Two-dimensional shear wave elastography showed a bet-
ter diagnostic performance than conventional US alone
for detection of chronic liver diseases and an excellent
agreement with Fibrotest in detecting the degree of liver
fibrosis and hence can be used reliably for non-invasive
pre-therapeutic evaluation of fibrosis in HBV- and
HCV-infected patients.
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